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What is Prior Art?
 Information that that is available prior to the effective
date of a patent application
 The effective date is typically the filing date of the
patent application
 Prior Art includes any public document, for example
published patents, technical publications such as
journal articles, conference papers, websites, available
products, marketing information, and the like
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Importance of Prior Art searches
 A Prior Art search relates to an organised review of
prior art material available from public sources, and
may be provided in the form of





Patentability searches
Patent examination searches
Validity searches
State-of-the-art searches

 Prior Art searches may also be used to determine the
value of a potential investment
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Importance of Prior Art searches
 A patentability search prior to filing a patent:
 May speed up prosecution of a patent, as the claims may be
configured to take into account the prior art
 May reduce overall costs by saving time, as potential future
hurdles may be avoided
 May indicate where research and development investments
should be allocated if an unexplored field is discovered
 May indicate existing technology which could be problematic
from an infringement perspective. Take note that an
infringement analysis is a different type of search.
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Importance of Prior Art searches
 A patent examination search during prosecution of a
patent:
 Done by an examiner to determine if the patent application
may be granted
 Allows the examiner to comment on the novelty and
inventiveness of the patent application
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Importance of Prior Art searches
 A patent validity search after grant of a patent:
 May be done by a party who wants to contest the validity of a
patent, or by a party who wishes to defend their patent
 May indicate that a patent is valid, or that it was incorrectly
granted and should be revoked or could be saved by
amendment
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Importance of Prior Art searches
 A state-of-the-art search:
 May be done by a party wishing to assess a particular field
before venturing thereto
 Can lay out a path for a party to design around existing
technology
 Indicates what art exists, and provides opportunity to develop
around it
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The Art of searching
 Before searching:
 You must understand the invention before you start to search
 If you do not fully understand the invention, you may think
non-relevant results to be relevant
 If you do not fully understand the invention, you may base
your opinion of the invention on incorrect information
 Patentability of an invention is determined with reference to
the claims
 Interpret the claims in light of the specification
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The Art of searching
 Searching is not easy
 The correct result is very seldom, if ever, immediately
found
 Many iterations may be required to obtain a suitable
result
 Searching is an art that is learned over time
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The Art of searching
 How to search:
 Search for defining concepts of the core of the invention
 Identify the essential features of the invention
 Think of different embodiments of the invention, other than
those described therein
 Keyword searches:
 Words used to describe the invention
 Example: “Solar water heater”

 Alter, change or add keywords if relevant results are not found:
 “Solar geyser”
 “Solar energy hot water heater”
 “Solar energy geyser”
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The Art of searching
 How to search:
 Take note of words that are used differently in different
countries, particularly the US and Europe (bonnet v hood,
sidewalk v pavement, etc.)
 Take note of synonyms that may be used: “mobile device”;
“cell phone”; “mobile phone”; “communication device”; etc.
 Use wildcards
 Beware of searching for specific forms of a word:
 “Generate”; “generating” and “generated” may all provide different results
 “generat*” will locate all of the above terms if the “*” character is applicable
on the search platform
 Make sure you are aware of the wildcard characters of your search platform
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The Art of searching
 How to search:
 Search in specific categories – This may eliminate substantially
irrelevant results
 Very useful if a very large amount of results must be filtered
 Can classify the invention yourself, or can look at a relevant
specification to determine the classification allocated thereto
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The Art of searching
 How to search:
 Search in specific categories:
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The Art of searching
 How to search:
 When a relevant prior art document has been identified, look
at the prior art documents that was cited against it during its
prosecution, and at patent applications against which it was
cited:
 This may provide a significant number of prior art documents that may be
equally or more relevant
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The Art of searching
 Remember than an entire patent specification is
important for patentability searches, not only the
claims
 Everything that is published is Prior Art
 Patents and/or patent application may be published
later, but with an earlier priority date, and may be
prior art although not yet available
 You can search for a specific inventor, or for a specific
applicant
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The Art of searching
 Where to search:
 National or international databases
 Free access typically provided, as patents and patent
applications are public information
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The Art of searching
 Where to search:









Google Patents – www.google.com/patents
A good place to start a search
Intelligent search algorithms provide relevant results
It typically takes 2 to 3 months for published patent
applications to appear, so some Prior Art may not be available
Originally only included US prior art, but other databases has
been added to some extent
Does not cover as many jurisdictions as others
Limited field combination possibilities
Provides links to other major search platforms
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The Art of searching
 Where to search:
 Espacenet - worldwide.espacenet.com
 Database of published patents and patent application managed
by the European Patent Office
 Search algorithm not as intelligent
 Includes Prior Art from most jurisdictions
 “Advanced” and “Simple” search options
 Claims to provide access to over 90 million Prior Art documents
 Many foreign language Prior Art documents with machinetranslated information
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The Art of searching
 Where to search:
 WIPO - patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/search.jsf
 Database managed by the World Intellectual Property
Organisation
 Includes Prior Art from most jurisdictions
 “Advanced” and “Simple” search options
 Claims to provide access to over 49 million Prior Art documents
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The Art of searching
 Where to search:
 USPTO - patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html
 Database managed by the United States Patent and Trademark
Office
 Only covers US patents and patent applications
 Initially relatively complex to use, especially advanced
searches
 Example:
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The Art of searching
 Example of search
 Light bulb fitting that can take both types of light bulbs
 Google patents: “Light bulb fitting that can take both types of light bulbs”
 Result that appears relevant - WO2005104304A1
 Actually relates to a light bulb fitting which attaches to a base via a magnet.
It merely mentions that any type fitting may be provided with a secondary
bulb fitting, which attaches to the base via a magnet.
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The Art of searching
 Example of search
 Light bulb fitting that can take both types of light bulbs
 Google patents: “light bulb screw bayonet fitting”
 Third result - WO2008142624
 Universal lamp holder defining a cavity shaped to receive either a screw cap
or a bayonet cap of a lamp.
 At bottom of page, see “patent citations”
 List provided with other, older prior art documents cited
in relation to WO2008142624
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The Art of searching
 Example of search
 Light bulb fitting that can take both types of light bulbs
 Espacenet: “light bulb screw bayonet” in “title or abstract” search field
 26th result when sorting by priority date - GB2331405
 The light bulb socket can hold either a bayonet cap light
bulb or an Edison screw light bulb.
 On left, see “patent citations”
 List provided with other, older prior art documents cited
in relation to GB2331405
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The Art of searching
 Example of search
 Light bulb fitting that can take both types of light bulbs
 Interesting to note classification:
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The Art of searching
 Example of search
 Light bulb fitting that can take both types of light bulbs
 Duplicating the search of “light bulb screw bayonet” in only class H01R33
results in GB2331405 moving up to 7th in the results
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The Art of searching
 Example of search
 For interest, the same search terms on the USPTO website:
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The Art of searching
 While searching:
 Keep track of your search strategy
 Store your strategy for later reference if further searching is
necessary
 Report your search strategy to client as part of your results if
applicable
 If they can pick up a missed search term or keyword from your
strategy, they can instruct you to perform further searches
 As many searches may not yield the required results, it may
help your client to understand the time spent on the search
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